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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

As part of the national consolidation of Thailand in the early
twentieth century, various hinterland populations were actively
marginalized and dispossessed. Anthropology and other
scholarship normalized this racialized dispossession through
notions of highland people’s essential diﬀerence from lowland
society. Two fantasies in particular cemented notions of highland
otherness: ethnographic notions of autonomous and egalitarian
ethnic communities, and heterosexual male notions of sexually
loose and available non-Thai women. A comparative and regional
approach to sexuality and politics suggests a very diﬀerent reality.
Across Southeast Asia, certain customs suggest a shared focus on
the beneﬁts of being well attached across diﬀerences, for women
and for communities. Such customs have been obscured by
anthropological and other convictions about culture and ethnicity.
This case insists on the importance of customs that have
encouraged good attachment and the negotiation of diversity, as
common across Southeast Asia and as also shaped by the human
bio-cultural evolutionary heritage.
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Introduction: on the road
In 2015, I was in northern Thailand, riding in a friend’s truck to a village I did not know
how to ﬁnd on my own. On the way there we were talking about trends in research on the
ethnic minority highlands, what once were known as hill tribes. I had been explaining the
English-language ethnography from the 1960s to the 1980s, having earlier sent by email
from the U.S.A. copies of hard-to-ﬁnd articles. I mentioned what I had heard from
some older men in the village where I based my dissertation ﬁeldwork in 1992 until
1994, that the bride price was higher in the old days for a woman who already had a
child. My friend commented, “That’s strange, it sounds wrong, I wonder why you were
told that?” I had no good answer to the question. This was not something that I had
explored at that time. As a male foreign researcher who at the time was single, I had
not found a way to sit around with women and talk about sex. Twenty-ﬁve years later,
it still did not seem a simple issue.
My friend is a Mien woman researcher and development worker, Dr Ratason Srisombat. At the time of our trip, she was pursuing a doctorate in anthropology at a Thai
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university. She is from the village where I did my ﬁeldwork, so if a higher bride price for a
single mother in the past was common knowledge, she most likely would have heard. The
two of us had known each other for ten years and known of each other earlier through
village connections and mutual friends in NGO groups involved with highland minority
peoples. I had known many of her relatives in Pangkha village in the early 1990s, when she
was away at school in the Thai lowlands. Our interaction was not about research, it was
just a conversation between friends who shared some interests in knowledge about
Mien, anthropology, and the northern hills of Thailand.
We arrived at a house of her relatives, who would put me up for a few nights. Ratason
brought up the topic of bride price with older women in the kitchen while I chatted with
some men in the living room. Was it in fact so ordinary to get pregnant and to have a child
out of wedlock in the Mien villages of the past? As Ratason later summarized the conversation to me, the women were unanimous about this not being the case at all:
No way. Any single woman in those days was really terriﬁed at the prospect of becoming
pregnant. We knew of some herbal concoctions that might end a pregnancy, but this was
really scary. The stuﬀ might turn all your veins black. It might burn your intestines.
Worse still, it might kill you. So no, this was not something that we saw as an easy option,
and there was nothing casual about it.

Something similar appears in a life story that I had been told about an old Mien chief who
around 1900 had lived in southern Yunnan, China, not far from the border with Laos and
Vietnam. The man, Tzeo Lo Lin, had grown up in poverty and made a living through wage
work. The story was told to me by his grandson, Tzeo Kwe Cho, who at the time was in his
eighties. I had met Kwe Cho in Oakland, California, in 2009. Kwe Cho was one of many
Mien who had ﬂed Laos at the end of the war in 1975 and, after some time in refugee
camps in Thailand, settled on the west coast of the United States. Kwe Cho told me:
In the village there was a family of the Liow lineage. They had migrated from Vietnam under
the leadership of Lo Lin’s ancestors. The couple had a daughter who was pregnant but had
not gone through the wedding ceremony. In those days this was considered a sign of a young
woman’s bad ways and a disgrace for her parents. The Mien did not approve of the marriage
of a woman who already had a child … When her father had decided that he would pass her
in marriage to Lo Lin he sent a request to Lo Lin’s father. Her father was well-oﬀ while his
father was poor, and the young people were very aware of the diﬀerence in wealth and status.
The fathers exchanged letters to arrange for the young people to have a look at each other.
Later the young woman’s father asked her, “Now that you have seen the young man for real,
what do you think; are you pleased or not that you are going to wed him?” Moei Yun, the
young woman, answered, “I don’t have a choice. Because my father and the family need to
move elsewhere and are not able to bring me along, and Lo Lin does not look down on
me, then I am ready to marry him.” Once the father had heard her response then he
wrote down the day, month, and year of her birth and had it sent to Lo Lin’s father. Then
the father of Lo Lin compared the horoscopes of the two and found that the stars were
aligned well. He told his son, “The two horoscopes are a good match, you two can
become husband and wife.”

A related attitude is evident in missionary James Telford’s study of Lahu and Akha in
Kengtung State, Burma, around 1930:
If a young unmarried Kaw [Akha] woman becomes pregnant, the whole countryside is advertised to secure for her a husband. [It] is considered a disgrace among the Kaws for a child to
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be born out of wedlock. Such unfortunate girls are compelled to take [any Akha or other
man] who oﬀers to become her husband. She has no say in the matter, if she knows not
the person responsible for her condition.1

Hugo Adolf Bernatzik reported much the same for the Akha in Thailand, based on his
research in 1936 and 1937, and Richard O’Connor also noted this for the lowland
southern Lao, Thai Lao, and northern Thai.2 Deborah Tooker brieﬂy mentions this
issue in her discussion of contemporary Akha in Thailand: a single mother was
facing exile by her parents from their village to the lowlands for the oﬀense of not
naming the father. After a rushed wedding, the young woman and her child became
acceptable in the community. Yoko Hayami oﬀers perhaps the most thorough and
nuanced account of this emphasis among the contemporary Karen in Thailand. She
relates several stories of people compelling men to marry the women whom they
had made pregnant.3
There are no particular historical connections among these varied peoples across
China, Vietnam, Laos, Thailand, and Burma, but the striking similarity in responses to
single women’s pregnancy is indicative of a regional custom. However, the anthropological
focus on culture as what makes and separates one group from another has generally overlooked such regional, trans-ethnic customs, especially when culture is reduced to meaning,
which obscures the extent to which matters of function and history have shaped people’s
practices and ideas.4
In my earlier work, I quoted a Mien male villager about higher bride prices for single
mothers: “Some women already had a child when they married. With two people leaving
the household the price was thirty lung [a unit of silver] for the woman and twenty lung for
her child.”5 This statement did not raise any red ﬂags for me. My research was not geared
toward kinship matters and this claim echoed what others had reported. It now seems
plain that I had been taken in by certain notions that circulated among male experts on
the ethnic minority highlands for much of the twentieth century, and which deserve
some examination.
The examples above suggest a credible ethnographic or analytical baseline for a
phenomenon that I had not previously considered. I build on them to suggest a genealogy
of particular statements in the anthropology of the ethnic minority highlands in Thailand
and elsewhere in Southeast Asia. Through interactions among interested men – European,
American, Thai, Chinese, and others – across ethnic frontiers, certain sexual fantasies were
mapped onto highland women in Thailand. These fantasies have informed Thai ﬁction,
travel writing, and scholarship, as well as ﬁlm making and music about the highlands.
Declarations of the otherness of highlanders also expressed regional reactions to
Bangkok-centered Thai racism between the 1930s and 1950s, and a more general insistence on the uniqueness of the Thai people.
By the 1960s, Thailand had become a popular destination for anthropology graduate
students from Australia, Europe, Japan, and the U.S. interested in the culture, social organization, politics, and livelihood of hill tribes. Their work was coordinated through the
1

Telford 1937, 123.
Bernatzik [1947] 1970, 92; O’Connor 1990, 15.
Tooker 2012, 110; Hayami 2003.
4
O’Connor and van Esterik 2012, 15–16.
5
Jonsson 2005, 94.
2
3
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Tribal Research Center, and they were either unaware of or indiﬀerent to the sexual fantasies about the highlands.6
My case study is regional (mainland Southeast Asia and adjacent southern China), historical, comparative, and reﬂexive. My focus sits somewhere between actor-network
theory and ethnology in tracing individual items and their distribution and variation
across categorical lines in search of patterns. Much of the scholarship on Southeast Asia
has taken ethnic and ethnolinguistic lines for granted. In contrast, novel research in linguistics, archaeology, and cultural anthropology that sidesteps such truisms illustrates
compelling regional patterns that have been persistently obscured through the expectation
that ethnic lines add up to distinct peoples.7 Regional customs that enable good attachment and the fashioning of common ground draw on the bio-cultural legacies of
human evolution and have similar manifestations in local approaches to sexuality,
rituals, and politics.

Hill tribes and anthropological expertise
In the early decades of the twentieth century, many formerly independent and semi-independent kingdoms were folded into the Kingdom of Thailand as provinces. Governors
were posted from Bangkok, and it appears that they set about actively undoing or
denying long-standing Southeast Asian customs of maintaining multi-ethnic networks.
Governors banned hill ﬁelds, tree cutting, poppy cultivation, and unlicensed guns.
People were ﬁned and imprisoned for oﬀenses. This triggered pervasive mistrust across
ethnic frontiers between upland and lowland peoples. Itinerant Chinese traders stepped
into this situation and oﬀered to manage highlanders’ tax payments and other lowland
aﬀairs in exchange for the hill people growing poppy and selling it to them. This furthered
ethnic divides and hill people’s isolation from Thai society.8
The counterexample to these dynamics is the Mien population. Around 1880 the leader
of a large migration group of Mien and Hmong named Tang Tsan Khwoen asked the King
of Nan for permission to settle in his domain. Lowland rulers commonly made such deals,
and forest products were a mainstay of Southeast Asian kingdoms’ international trade for
millennia.9 After some negotiation and payment, the Mien leader received a title (Phaya
Khiri) and a Thai family name (Srisombat) and delivered annual tax revenue to the
Nan king. Later these settlers were allowed to grow poppy for the Royal opium monopoly.
These two leaders engaged with matters of identity as diverse and inclusive, while formal
statements generally present identity as singular and exclusive. The Mien remained legal
growers of poppy until a national ban in 1958, after which they remained citizens. They
had no reason to fear Thai society.
6

Importantly, these graduate students were keen on autonomous and egalitarian tribal peoples, which I consider a separate
fantasy that in many ways precluded interest in history. Many of the highland peoples had for decades been stateless
because of hostile government policies. Across Thailand’s north, most highland settlements were vulnerable to extortion,
threats of eviction, destruction of ﬁelds, and sexual predation. This situation, in which the two fantasies converge, lasted
into the 1980s. The Tribal Research Center was based in Chiangmai, northern Thailand. It received initial funding from the
Southeast Asian Treaty Organization (SEATO), and was a low-level branch of the national administration, ﬁrst under the
Ministry of Interior and then under the Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare. The Center became an Institute in the 1980s
but was disbanded by oﬃcial decree in 2002. See Buadaeng 2006; Geddes 1983.
7
Enﬁeld 2003, 2005; O’Connor 1995, 2000; White 2011.
8
Bernatzik [1947] 1970, 517–521.
9
Andaya and Andaya 2015, 109.
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There is no archival trace of Phaya Khiri Srisombat, his title, or the trade and tax deals
he concluded, an example of how the historical archive is strikingly silent on the ethnic
diversity of Thai society.10 As Mien people established villages, they invited the spirits
of powerful valley lords to be the village owner spirit, which complemented the maintenance of multi-ethnic networks. Chiangmai-based scholar Kraisri Nimmanhaeminda has
called attention to this custom and the attendant political, linguistic, and religious complexities.11 The Mien population that I studied in Thailand had always placed itself in
inter-ethnic frameworks of trade, politics, and ritual, across Guangdong, Guangxi, and
Yunnan in China, and the northern regions of Vietnam, Laos, and Thailand. There was
no particular diﬀerence in their social landscape as they traversed these separate political
realms.12 Ethno-historical investigations have revealed various highland leaders who
between the 1920s and the 1940s maintained cordial relations with lowland rulers in
Chiangrai, delivered taxes, and in some cases received a chieﬂy phaya or saen title.13
This was both ordinary and important. Without such an attachment there was no
regular defense against violence and abuse in interactions across diﬀerences, and opportunities for trade might be limited or precluded.
Sometime around 1930 the general outlook in anthropology shifted from comparative
and regional ethnology to ethnography, and the intensive study of a village as indicative of
an ethnic group became standard practice.14 This involved what may be called a “Periodic
Table of Social Elements” (PTSE) in which hunter-gatherers, tribal peoples, and peasants
were portrayed as representative of particular types of social, cultural, and political organizations, kinship patterns, and religions. Having an “ethnic group” became the general prerequisite for an anthropologist’s career. However, the tribal paradigm led anthropologists
to interpret their observations as indicative of ethnic ways, and to miss various dimensions
of the political breakdown across the northern hills. They sought to counter negative Thai
stereotypes about uncivilized migratory farmers and opium growers, so they depicted
migration and the rice-corn-poppy complex as sensible adaptations to the environment
and as contributing to the dynamics of kin-based and egalitarian village communities.15
So, for example, “opium is a great democratizer” for the Lisu, “migration is not the
only possible reaction to an assertive or despotic headman, the stories Lisu tell of murdered headmen are legion,” and, “each Lisu village is an independent political unit with
only superﬁcial ties to the Thai administration.”16 In Thailand and Laos, no way was
opium a source of democratic or egalitarian dynamics in Mien areas.17 The only known
cases of successful or attempted assassinations of powerful leaders suggest jealous rivals
and lucrative trade deals, not egalitarian aspirations.18
Nevertheless, anthropologists’ expectations about chiefs have played a signiﬁcant role.
Karl Gustav Izikowitz did research in northern Laos in the late 1930s. He thought that the
presence of chiefs in the highlands was a sign of upland people having been, “deceived into
10

Renard 1980 oﬀers an important study of these archival silences regarding ethnic others in Thailand.
Nimmanhaeminda 1965, 1967; Nimmanhaeminda and Hartland-Swann 1962.
Jonsson 2005, 2014; Le, Cushman, and Jonsson 2016.
13
Hanks and Hanks 2001.
14
Stocking 1992; Kuklick 2007.
15
Geddes 1976; McKinnon and Wanat 1983; Walker 1992.
16
Dessaint 1972, 93; 1971, 337.
17
Jonsson 2005, 73–98; 2014, 49–87.
18
Hanks and Hanks 2001, 88–89; Le, Cushman, and Jonsson 2016, 529–535.
11
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buying titles of nobility from [lowland neighbors, because of the desire for recognition].”19
He did not imagine that this might be an ordinary feature of the region, or of contracts
facilitating inter-ethnic networks of trade and politics. Edmund Leach did research in
northern Burma during this same period. He suggested that titled chiefs among the
upland animist Kachin were a sign of power-hungry Kachin men emulating their
lowland, Buddhist, and stratiﬁed Shan neighbors.20 These accounts depict highland
chiefs as fraudulent or corrupting; people were tricked into buying fake titles, or they
were star struck by the pomp of states. Chiefs supposedly monopolized certain rituals
and extracted tribute, threatening the coherence of allegedly egalitarian, kin-based tribal
peoples. Henrika Kuklick suggests that many British anthropologists in the mid-twentieth
century shared a very positive valuation of egalitarian democracy, dismissing or sidestepping evidence they encountered of hierarchy and strong leaders.21 Common academic
convictions about “chiefs,” “the state,” and nationalism have made constructive political
negotiation for reciprocal beneﬁt unthinkable.22
The history and importance of chiefs among the Mien is obliterated in Douglas Miles’
research in Phulangka, where the headman was a son of Chief Thao La and grandson of
Chief Phaya Khiri Srisombat. Miles claimed that in Yao society competition was over labor
and not land, manifested for instance in a quest to absorb ever more laborers into a
household:
The Yao regard labor as the scare factor of production in their economy. Outlays for weddings and bride wealth constitute the lynchpin of a mechanism whereby dwelling groups
compete for manpower. The most successful corporations acquire exclusive control over a
large portion of the workers in the village.23

Miles suggested that adoption, matriﬁliation, and other transactions and maneuvers to
acquire a greater number of potential laborers were central to the workings of Yao
society.24 The opposite generalization was made about the Yao by Peter Kandre, based
on his ﬁeldwork in Phale village in Chiangrai between 1963 and 1965: “The Iu Mien
have a tendency to spread out into small hamlets, sometimes comprising only a few households … [Mien household heads] always refer to disciplinary problems [as limiting household expansion].”25 There is no commonality to the dynamics of “Yao society” between
the two cases because no such thing existed.
Phulangka was shaped by licensed and monitored opium cultivation in which a secondgeneration titled leader collected taxes and was enormously wealthy. Phale was part of a
more common zone of illegal cultivation where farmers were repeatedly harassed with
ﬁnes, extortion, and the threat of ﬁeld erasure. In 1909, Erik Seidenfaden, a Danish
citizen and Thai military oﬃcer, ordered a Thai army unit to destroy Hmong opium
ﬁelds, which led these farmers to resettle in Laos.26 In 1913, Reginald le May, also
19

Izikowitz 1951, 354.
Leach 1954, 6–10, 213–219.
Kuklick 1991, 264–276.
22
Jonsson 2010a, 2012, 2017, 2018.
23
Miles 1974, 416.
24
Miles 1972a, 1972b.
25
Kandre 1967, 611, 601.
26
Seidenfaden 1923, 192. Eric Seidenfaden (1881–1958) was an amateur ethnologist and military oﬃcer, serving in Thailand’s Provincial Gendarmerie from 1906 until 1920, eventually rising to the rank of major. He remained in Thailand untl
1947.
20
21
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employed by the Thai government, witnessed the arrest of Hmong “picturesque ruﬃans
smuggling illicit opium.”27 This harassment and abuse only intensiﬁed over the following
decades,28 while units of Thai police and military were also engaged, as rivals, in illegal
opium trade and transport.29
In February 1968, unlicensed Hmong opium farmers near Phulangka were visited by
three units of police and military demanding bribes. The farmers responded by burning
down a wooden bridge leading to their village. This was viewed by the Thai government
as a communist revolt, which set in motion a wave of military attacks on Hmong and other
highland settlements.30 The mountains of Nan and Chiangrai adjacent to Laos were
declared a free-ﬁre zone, which led some highlanders with no lowland allies to establish
relations with guerrilla units of the Communist Party of Thailand (CPT).31 The situation
in northern Thailand has never been about autonomous “ethnic groups” or freedomseeking “highlanders.” Instead, it has been a clear case of political breakdown and structural violence.32
Except for the Mien population around Phulangka, most people in the hills were made
stateless in the ﬁrst decades of the twentieth century. According to some anthropologists,
marginalization was part of highlanders’ ethnic consciousness.33 The possibility of
mutually rewarding political negotiation is absent from this academic imagery. Yet
there is no essential diﬀerence, and there never was. The intersecting genealogies of
“loose women” and supposedly “autonomous communities” suggest the origins and perpetuation of underlying expectations that have produced predictable results. Such ﬁndings
normalized racist discrimination in modern Thailand. It ought not to have taken me
twenty-ﬁve years to ﬁgure this out, but there it is. Regional, historical, comparative, and
reﬂexive perspectives suggest an analytical alternative to the questionable search for
ethnic or highland essences in a village.

Allure, fear, and a camera
Gordon Young’s Hill Tribes of Northern Thailand, the main English language source on
highland peoples in the 1960s and 1970s, was initially published in 1961 with the
support of the Thai government and the United States. Young had grown up in a missionary family that worked among the Lahu and Wa in China, Burma, and Thailand. Interspersed with descriptions of language, religion, villages, and economy is this account in
this observation about sexuality:
Other hill tribes consider the Akha to be distinctive for two reasons; that of dog-ﬂesh eating
and the customs concerning virgins. Each Akha village or a circle of villages had an oﬃcial
27

le May 1926, 229. Reginald le May was a British citizen who worked for the Thai government from 1908 until 1933. He is
considered a key ﬁgure in the promotion and study of Thai art forms in Europe.
28
Forsyth 2001, xiv–xv.
29
McCoy 1972, 135–145.
30
Jonsson 2005, 57–58; Race 1974.
31
Some Hmong joined the CPT but then left in the early 1970s. In interrogations afterwards, they declared that they had
joined the communists because they felt betrayed. They were under the Mien leader in Phulangka (Fu Tsan, Thao La’s
son) who annually collected tax from them on the promise that he would get them citizenship. But the Mien leader
simply took their money every year and the Hmong received nothing in return. See Rakwijit 1974, 250–274.
32
Farmer 2005.
33
Jones 1971; Alting 1983; Radley 1986.
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“male” or “Aw Shaw” whose duty it was to prepare all the virgins for marriage by deﬂowering
them at certain ceremonies each year.34

Young appears authoritative in his pronouncement about the Yao [Mien]:
While a Yao girl is very expensive to marry … a young man is understandably discouraged
further from marrying in view of the very free customs of premarital sex relations. An eligible
young woman must keep two beds, one for herself and the other for the suitor, or her parents
might be embarrassed that their child lacked training in etiquette. Should the young woman
become pregnant, and yet the young man refuses marriage, the incident is not regretted and
the new child is gratefully received by the girl’s parents.35

Lahu specialist Anthony Walker later commented that Young’s account of the Akha was
“almost certainly a Lahu tall story, the very term aw shaw being Lahu, not Akha. I assume
Young heard it, as I have myself, not from Akha but from [male] Lahu friends.”36 The sexualization of highland women has a diﬀerent manifestation in John Blofeld’s collection of
vignettes from his life and travels in Thailand during the 1950s. While visiting a Mien
village near Chiangkham he spent the night at the house of an unnamed chief:
[The] unlimited promiscuity of the Yao [Mien] women can be dangerous … I had been told
by a Chinese trader [during an earlier sojourn] that it is fatal for handsome young men to
wander unprotected in reach of the Yao. Such rash youths are sometimes kidnapped by a
band of women, locked in a hut and misused until they tire of him. As my Chinese friend
put it, “They emerge from the hut so weakened that death sometimes follows.” [On this
second visit to the Yao and staying at the chief’s house, there] seemed to be only men and
boys about. [When] I awoke the next morning, I found the men gone and the room
crowded with women who were peering at me intently and even squeezing and patting
my legs. They looked like uncanny creatures from another world. With black turbans so
huge that a pantomime caliph might envy them, with their incredibly wide, stiﬀ trousers minutely embroidered with colored thread, and with collars and pom-pom buttons of scarlet
lamb’s wool, their whole appearance was so bizarre that I was too surprised to notice if
they were beautiful or ugly. What happened to the men, I still don’t know. [I] felt very
much like a shepherd boy alone among a pack of wolves … Remembering the sinister qualities attributed by hill-tribe people to cameras, I stretched out a hand to my luggage, pulled
forth my Kodak and took aim at the nearest woman [and the women all ran out].37

In this case, a 1940s Chinese male fantasy about ethnically other Yao hill peoples was
absorbed and processed by an English expatriate in Thailand into a daybreak-horror of
bizarre and monstrous women who were about to devour him. Wielding his Kodak
camera, this Englishman drove the uncanny, pom-pom-ed threat away. I read Blofeld’s
book in 1990 and paid no attention to this incident, as it seemed trivial. Instead, I
picked up on his information about the aggressive policing of licensed opium ﬁelds and
status distinctions, neither of which had been noted in highland ethnographies. Blofeld
included a photo of the chief and his wife, captioned, “King and Queen of Yao.” This
made no sense to me at the time, as I accepted conventional ethnographic assumptions
about egalitarian highlanders. But I recalled this photograph when I started to learn
about chiefs and history during my ﬁeldwork, so asked a friend in the U.S. to mail me
34

Young 1962, 6.
Young 1962, 51.
36
Walker 1974, 358.
37
Blofeld 1960, 127–128.
35
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a photocopy. When I showed it to my host, a village headman, he said, “Oh, that’s my grandfather with his third wife.” A photograph studio in Chiangmai later made reproductions of
this photo (after another friend found me a copy of the book in Bangkok), as many people
wanted prints of it. The old chief, Tang Wuen Lin (Thao La), had died in about 1965.
This sexualization of highland women was not an isolated phenomenon.38 Blofeld and
Young drew on and expanded ideas about the Thai and Burma highlands that circulated
among Thai, Chinese, and other foreigners between 1930 and 1960 – traders, explorers,
politicians, and Christian missionaries. The notion of sexually available young women
might seem idle campﬁre chat and masculine fantasy. But it persistently appears
through contrasts of civilization and the apparent lack of restraint of the ethnic Other.
This echoes the rhetoric of Orientalism and other discursive formations that exaggerate
or fabricate some attribute of colonized or otherwise dispossessed populations.39 This
image of sexually unrestrained highland women has contributed to negative stereotypes
of ethnic minorities in ways that imply absolute distinction from the Thai majority.
There is no indication of any similar ideas mapped onto highland minorities in neighboring Myanmar, Laos, Cambodia, or Vietnam. Tracing the imagery over seventy-plus years
suggests that the assumed distinction between Thai people and the “non-Thai” hill tribes
was already by 1930 animated by racialized contestations over Thai-ness and between
Bangkok and the provinces, rather than being a reﬂection of Thai nationalism or of a consensus on Thai identity and its others.

Race, sex, and the city
James Telford was for twelve years (1916–1928) a Christian missionary among Lahu and
Akha peoples in Kengtung State, one of the Shan States of Burma (Myanmar) adjacent to
Thailand, Laos, and China.40 Telford admired the Lahu because they had a concept of a
creator god and seemed ripe for conversion. Some of his descriptions imply a binary
between Akha as rather savage and Lahu as closer to civilization and Christianity. According to Telford, Lahu courtship was formal, public, and infused with lofty poetic exchanges
at the parents’ house.41 In contrast, the Akha had a “mating season” and “shout their love
songs across the hills and valleys:”
The Kaws mate early in life and it is their custom to allow promiscuous sexual intercourse
between the sexes before the establishment of the marriage relationship. There is a public
courting place in every Kaw village called the Deh Hkawng. There the young people of
both sexes meet at night and sing love songs to each other. Little house sheds adjacent to
the parents’ houses are set apart as places in which the young people can meet privately
and the young couple repair to those houses at the close of the public meeting at the Deh
Hkawng.42

Telford knew that Akha people went to great lengths to secure a husband for a single pregnant woman. He also suggested a collective emphasis on a woman’s consent for any union:
38

To my knowledge, a conference presentation by Cornelia Ann Kammerer in 1995 is the only previous treatment of this
topic.
Said 1978; Pratt 1992; Alcalá Galán 2012.
40
On Telford and other missionaries in the highlands, see Pine 2015.
41
Telford 1937, 119–121.
42
Telford 1937, 121–122.
39
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“Marriage by elopement is by no means uncommon. However, there must be no compulsion for the girl. [If there was any], the marriage would not be recognized, and the young
man would be ﬁned by the village chief.”43 In the story of Lo Lin, the pregnant Mien
woman’s father similarly needed her clear consent even if this was under duress. The
general lack of ethnographic attention to such intervention or priorities is notable.
In his book Thirty Peoples of Chiangrai Province (1950), Bunchuai Srisawat writes that
among the Yao (Mien) a young man may accompany a young woman to her home and
spend the night with her. He also claimed that, “her parents don’t mind if she gets pregnant.”44 For bride price, “an ordinary young woman is cheaper than one who has a child or
is pregnant, because this is like getting two people. A maiden alone would cost ten units of
silver, a woman with a child ﬁfteen or twenty.”45 In his follow-up book, Hill Tribes of Thailand (1963), he matter-of-factly describes the bedroom where a Yao maiden would receive
her suitor, oﬀering a voyeur’s fantasy tour. He adds:
A Yao maiden believes that youth is a time when she has the freedom and right to seek her
own happiness in any way … A child that [is born out of wedlock and] has no father is viewed
as a gift of the spirits.46

Bunchuai was even more explicit in his sexualization of the Akha:
The Akha have a maiden-hugging ground (Thai, lan-sao-kod; Akha, kala-la-soe) where every
evening the young maidens come and sit on the bench after dinner. If they ﬁnd a young man
likable then they may scurry oﬀ with him into the bushes and make out in the dark. Further,
the household heads in the village confer among themselves in the selection of a middle-aged
and vigorous man who ideally is a single widower. He is elected as the khajirada, the one to
initiate the maidens into the ways of sexuality. If a maiden were to refuse his advances then
her father would threaten her with the wrath of the ancestor spirits. Each maiden in the
village has to be deﬂowered by the khajirada. If a child comes from a union with the khajirada then the young woman’s family will view it as sent from the ancestor spirits in the
heavens. If the young woman has a husband but becomes pregnant by the deﬂowerer then
the man must just put up with it. Were the khajirada to fall in love with one of his
charges then the villagers would disapprove and promptly release him from his duties and
ﬁnd a substitute for the role. Opposite to the deﬂowerer’s role is that of mida’, a middleaged, good-looking and widowed woman who initiates the young village men in the arts
of sexuality. She has to instruct each and every young man in the village. The maidens on
the hugging bench will not give any consideration to a young man who has not yet received
his lesson. Sometimes the older people have to drag a reluctant young man by the hand for
him to get his initiation in the woods.47

These ideas have in fact no basis in Akha social life, sexuality, or language. But Bunchuai’s
book included, aside from fake-indigenous terms, three full page drawings as evidence: a
male ﬂute-player and a woman dancer at New Year, pairs kissing and fondling on the
maiden-hugging grounds, women’s bums glowing in the moonlight, and a khajirada
leading a young maiden uphill to her deﬂowering.48 However, this material was
all made up by Bunchuai Srisawat. Nevertheless, the notions of mida’ and the
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maiden-hugging grounds have stayed in Thai popular culture ever since, though print
publications, popular ﬁlm, and music.
This fantasy refracts the city lights of Bangkok. It resembles what might have taken place
in a 1940s Bangkok brothel or nightclub but would never have occurred in a highland
village. The projection of uncivilized and oversexed highlanders transferred gendered and
class-based urban Thai social dynamics onto “nature,” which may explain its popularity.
Brothels became a new ﬁeld for establishing particular relations of gender and status by
the early twentieth century.49 A senior and higher status man would bring junior males
to a brothel and pay for their commercial introduction to the ways of sex. Status diﬀerences
were created and elaborated through such exchanges.50 This shows up in some Thai novels
and movies but is otherwise not a topic of everyday conversations. Similarly, the idea of the
mida’ draws on the practice of a junior male’s initiation, in Bangkok circles of male politicians and businessmen. The khajirada-ﬁction has the same urban Thai brothel roots,
where virgins became a high-priced specialty item for wealthy customers.
Thai anthropologist and Akha specialist Panadda Bunyasaranai has called attention to
misrepresentations in Bunchuai’s portrayal of the Akha, but with no impact.51 Bunchuai’s
book on the peoples of Chiangrai has been repeatedly reissued, and in 2004 a national literature committee included it on their list of “100 books that all Thai should read.” Bunchuai’s book on the hill tribes of Thailand was also reissued in 2002, by Arts and Culture
Magazine and Matichon, which is in the top echelon of Thai publishing and scholarship.52
Stereotypes about the oversexed Akha were also recycled by the famed northern Thailand folksinger Jaran Manophet in 1980, in the song “Mida.” The contextualization of this
particular song in a recent English-language study of Thai popular music illustrates the
perpetuation of certain transcultural male sexual fantasies:
Most of Jaran Manophet’s most famous songs [have] a touch of nostalgia and melancholy,
[lamenting the] loss of old customs and traditions [in the north]. This song [however]
shows a darker side of Akha culture. [The] mida is a speciﬁc kind of village prostitute
who is assigned the duty of introducing young men to the art of sex. [This] is one aspect
of Akha culture whose disappearance will be welcomed.53

Bunchuai Srisawat was a Member of Parliament (MP) for Chiangrai Province from 1949
until 1957. He wanted his 1950 book to call positive attention to his province for Thai
tourism and commercial expansion. He insisted on the proper racial credentials of the
northern Thai people:
The northerners are true Thai. There has been no mixing of blood with other peoples. [All]
the Thai in the north think of themselves as true Thai and are unhappy that [Bangkok]
people call them Lao. They call themselves Khon Muang, which means that they are civilized
and are not forest people. To the northerners, the term Lao refers to the Thai people in Indochina. [The] writing of Thai histories and chronicles by central Thai people has done an
injustice to some of the same people, because historically the Thai people in the central
region came from the north.54
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Bunchuai divided the peoples of Chiangrai into three groups: citizens, foreigners, and hill
tribes.55 This three-fold division of peoples appears to hinge on citizenship status: the
northern citizens are the rightful inhabitants of Chiangrai Province (and Thailand); the
foreigners are citizens of other countries; and the hill tribes are immigrants who do not
have any rights of residence. From this angle, the book shows continuity with a description
of the ethnic groups of Nan written by Seni Phetyaprasert, an MP for Nan in the national
parliament in the 1930s:56
In general, the lowland population of Nan is Thai. Their ﬂesh and blood and ancestry are
those of true Thai. Historically they are Lanna Thai, of the same group as the Thai of
Sukhothai, those that are called southern Thai and are derived from the Thai of
Sawankhalok.57

Seni insisted on clear distinctions between the Thai and the hill tribes, the latter of whom
he exoticized but never eroticized. The writings by Seni and Bunchuai were northern
responses, by Members of Parliament, to racialized claims of Bangkok superiority manifested in disdain for the “Lao” northerners as mixed-blood and inferior. Accounts of
uncivilized forest people were a vehicle of national Other-ing that cemented northerners’
true Thai credentials.

Thai continuities and contrasts
In the mid-1960s, a series of Thai documentary ﬁlms was made with the support of the
United States Information Service (USIS), to be shown to the Thai public.58 Several of
these ﬁlms introduced the hill tribes to a national audience. In a book on the hill tribes,
Suraphong Bunnag describes his journey with the ﬁlm crew. His text and some photos
freely recycle the transcultural sexualized fantasies about the highland peoples.59 The
ﬁlms on the Akha and Hmong show the lead-up to casual, premarital sex as characteristic
of highlanders’ ways. The action, all staged, turned male-fantasy-expertise into information that was spread with U.S. support in a Cold War eﬀort to guard Thailand
against the spread of communism. Here are two excerpts from the ﬁlm narrative:
The young [Hmong] people are alert because it is coming on New Year. Young men play the
mouth harp. After the parents are asleep the boys play the instrument outside the house so
the girls know they have someone waiting for them outside. When the girl knows that it is a
boy who pleases her, then she goes outside to ﬁnd him. He has a blanket to cover both of
them, and they go oﬀ [into the night] according to custom.
The Ee-kaw [Akha] fear courting at the [parents’] house and therefore they have courting
grounds called Lan-sao-kod. At night the maidens will come and sit on the bench and
play music and the young men will come and visit and talk. If the maiden is satisﬁed then
they will go oﬀ together [into the bushes].

Douglas Miles’ Thai research assistant among the Mien between 1966 and 1968 was Chob
Kacha-Ananda. He later earned his doctorate in anthropology in France and became a Yao
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specialist at the Tribal Research Center.60 In his writing, Chob contrasted Yao kinship and
marriage practices with Thai ways:
The bride price is higher if the woman already has a child. This is contrary to the ways of Thai
society, where a higher value is placed on virgins than on women who are already married.
There may be an economic reasoning, regarding people as a workforce. [This] is an important reason for the preference for extended households. The young people have complete
freedom in sexual matters prior to marriage. The young woman may have a child that is
without a father. Such a child is much appreciated by the [single mother’s] parents, who
believe that the child has been granted by the spirits. [If] someone wishes to marry a
single mother then he may be obliged to pay one price for the bride and a separate price
for the child.61

This recycles the heterosexual male fantasies of Bunchuai Srisawat and Gordon Young
about hill tribes. Chob’s description, however, suggests an explanation for the curious
declaration about bride price by older male villagers to me in the early 1990s: Thai
experts on the Mien must have insisted that this was true. The status diﬀerence
between urban Thai tribal-expert government oﬃcials and Mien villagers played a
part.62 I believe that certain Mien men had learned to present as fact the erroneous statement about uneven bride price to outside researchers. I have observed how Thai specialists
at the Tribal Research Institute documented ethnic essences, with villagers obligingly
changing their dress and tools so that the ostensibly “real” Yao people could be portrayed
in their “natural surroundings” by a camera crew:
I sat in a kitchen and chatted with [Mien] household members when a team of a [Thai male]
Yao expert and two [Thai female] photographers [from the TRI] arrived. The expert asked
with a mixture of shock and annoyance how come they were using a [Hmong] pounder
for making their New Year sweets, whether they had no Yao pounder. His reference was
to the diﬀerence between a mallet pounder and a foot pounder [both are common among
most or all ethnic groups]. The people said that their foot pounder was broken … The
Yao expert mobilized the household members to clean the things oﬀ the foot pounder,
move the bamboo tray with sweets over there, put on some “Yao clothes” and pose for
action photos. Then the team left. [The team never acknowledged my presence in the
room. Most likely I was to them somewhat akin to the mallet pounder; a matter out of
place].63

Mongkhol Janbamrung, who orchestrated this photo documentation, was another Thai
expert on the Yao at the Tribal Research Institute. His written account on the Yao, for
a book commemorating the thirtieth anniversary of the agency, reﬂects the level of ostensible Thai expertise about the hill tribes:
The Yao have customs that oﬀer opportunity for young men and women to get together, in
the hill ﬁelds or at home. If they get along well then the young man is able to visit the young
woman in her bedroom, and they can have premarital sexual relations. If a child comes of this
union then it is thought to be a child from the spirits. If the young man’s kin-group does not
agree to a marriage then they must pay a ﬁne. At present, some villages have signiﬁcantly
increased this ﬁne.64
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Memoirs by former Communist Party oﬀ Thailand (CPT) guerrillas from the war years of
1976 until 1981 might seem an unlikely source on the Thai perpetuation of transcultural
male fantasies. Yet in one such book, Janthana Fongthale (the female pen name of a male
author) describes his time with militias in the forests. Janthana was in the Arts Division
and wrote songs and poems. His memoir oﬀers a retrospective assessment of the communist eﬀort to build a new society among the Hmong in Nan and Chiangrai provinces. The
CPT’s collectivization of agriculture and many other plans were unsuccessful.65 But there
was one notable exception to the many failures and frustrations:
Regarding superstition and promiscuity, the CPT was able to educate [the Hmong] people to
stop believing in spirits and to stop visiting young women at night … Even if there was some
backsliding after 1981 when members of the CPT had surrendered and rejoined Thai society,
I still consider the bringing of science-based knowledge into Hmong society to have been one
of the successes of the CPT.66

As Janthana describes the program, strategies for changing people’s minds and bodies
toward the future society included having everyone do gymnastics exercises together
and pay respect to a portrait of Mao Zedong before breakfast, pay respect to the red
ﬂag before leaving for their ﬁelds, and having the CPT cut young women’s hair short.67
The ideas of Hmong superstition, promiscuity, and long-haired backwardness deﬁne
Hmong ways as a practical problem. What the author conveyed as the introduction of
scientiﬁc knowledge might from another perspective be described as the establishment
of an authoritarian disciplinary regime in wartime. The contrast of Hmong tradition
and CPT enlightenment suggested the intervention’s worth and success.
Khajadphai Burusaphat is a Thai government oﬃcial with a long career related to
national security and immigration. His 1985 book on the hill tribes and subsequent
1990 revised edition reproduced many transcultural notions that Bunchuai Srisawat had
brought into Thai circulation, including the claim of no-bad-consequences pregnancies
for “promiscuous,” unmarried Mien women:
There are sometimes many Yao male suitors interested in the same young woman. They may
each have a chance to sleep with her. She may become pregnant and she may decide on the
man she likes the best as the child’s father. The Yao are not sorry for the [pregnant] woman if
no man comes forward as the father. They believe that the child was granted by the spirits.68

These ideas about highlanders express contestations over Thai identity, not any kind of
Thai consensus. The association of forests with illegality, disorder, ﬁlth, backwardness,
and wildness has been conveyed by some foreign scholars as the Thai perspective on
nature, forests, and forest people.69 There is good reason to critique such radical simpliﬁcations; Thai culture and society have never been singular, and no culture is ever characterized by the replication of uniformity. Nevertheless, anthropologists who have
specialized on the highland peoples have taken ethnic divides for granted, which is a
major reason to question the credibility of notions of “the Thai view” of forests and highland peoples.
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A signiﬁcant alternative Thai perspective is oﬀered in the ﬁction of Malai Chuphinit
(1906–1963). Among his best-known works (under the penname Riam Eng) is Thung
Maharat (The Maharaja’s Plains), published in 1954.70 This historical novel is set in Kamphaeng Phet around 1900 as capitalism, British commercial pressure, logging, national
integration, and steamship technology encroached on local forests and livelihoods. In
the book, Reun, the central character, comments approvingly that the restoration of the
iconic Buddhist Phrathat temple had been ﬁnanced by Phaya Taka and Phapo, two
Karen, not Thai, brothers.71 These were the names of actual Karen men in Kamphaeng
Phet, one a titled chief and the other a major timber merchant. They were the richest
men in the province and had ﬁnanced various Buddhist construction projects. Chuphinit’s
collection of adventure stories from the 1950s, Long Phrai (Jungle Trails), portray a world
where Thai and highland peoples are fellow travelers and potential equals, and the central
male characters are two Thai and one Karen. These stories do not depict any clear or predictable divides between Thai and forest/mountain peoples, or the superiority of city ways.
Sak Suriyan, the Thai narrator and main character, declares in one of the stories:
As for myself, I can say that the forest is the kingdom of my life and the ﬁeld of my life. Every
year I must leave and seek it out. If I stay for too long in the city then I am like a tree that is in
the wrong place. City life weighs me down and drains my mind. The city and I cannot mix for
too long at a time. It is not peaceful and refreshing like the civilization that I derive from the
forest and the forest people.72

I don’t know of any other Thai publication that equates civilization (arayatham) with
forests and forest people. The stories never strike didactic notes, and they never depict ethnically non-Thai peoples as strange, deﬁcient, inferior, or oversexed. Some other Thai
ﬁction, both older and more recent, similarly depicts fundamental equivalency between
Thai and Karen, Hmong, Mlabri, Lawa, and other supposedly non-Thai highlanders.
This perspective also appears in at least two dozen Thai ﬁlms between 1937 and 2012.
Nevertheless, to my knowledge, the issue of such inter-ethnic equivalences in Thai
society and culture has not received any scholarly notice.
Consider Ayutthaya, the historic Siamese center that was the precursor to Bangkok. In
the Ayutthayan epic tale of Khun Chang Khun Phaen, “Chinese, Mon, Burmese, and Vietnamese characters occasionally speak in their own languages, with no translation provided.”73 At one point a group of monks entertains cremation attendees with a “twelve
languages” performance, impersonating Thai, Mon, Vietnamese, Chinese, Lao, Khmer,
khaek (Indian or Malay), and farang (European) characters.74 According to Chris Baker
and Pasuk Phongpaichit, “this was not an opportunity to make fun of foreigners – an
act of exclusion, exploiting diﬀerence for entertainment – but an act of inclusion, celebrating variety.”75 This Siamese expression of inclusive and diverse identity that delights in
multilingualism is not some Ayutthayan quirk. This multiculturalism was an aspect of
Siamese/Thai identity and manifested an approach to diversity that shaped Southeast
Asia as a region for perhaps ten thousand years. The importance of international trade
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in forest products for the wealth of various ports and kingdoms over several millennia
indicates the symbiosis of hill and valley regions and the signiﬁcance of inter-ethnic negotiation.76 Based on such material, it is remarkable that the expectation of a fundamental
divide between the peoples of hills and valleys prior to 1950 has had any academic
credibility.
Anthropology’s ethnographic mode has long resisted the ethnological concern with
regional and historical comparisons that freely cross ethnic divides, and this research
orientation has obscured some important patterns of social life in the region. In ordinary
circumstances, people across Southeast Asia have sought partners in trade, politics, ritual,
and personal life, going to great and creative lengths to be well attached so as to prevent
isolation and vulnerability. These patterns have roots in the human past of 200,000 to two
million years ago, in the bio-cultural dynamics of sociality and communication that
evolved in a context of cooperation and interdependence, and not competition.77 There
are no stages to human sexuality, the family, or politics, where supposed tribal peoples
indicate earlier or simpler forms. That is instead the language of dispossession and discrimination which anthropologists have, unconsciously perhaps in some cases, contributed to in many ways. Anthropology’s framework of bands-tribes-chiefdoms-states oﬀered
“scientiﬁc” license for this primitivism.78 But other anthropologists strongly have denied
the reality of such assumed stages and instead insisted that humans have always been
modern and complex.79
The othering of Thailand’s hill peoples as somehow un-Thai or non-Thai is not an
expression of Thai identity. Instead, it is part of an internal debate about identity that is
anchored to exclusive and singular dimensions of Thai identity. Foreign scholars have
repeatedly reproduced these notions of incompatible ethnic identities, variously to celebrate or to critique Thai national identity in relation to that of the hill tribes. A shift
from ethnographic expectations of inter-ethnic incompatibilities toward the comparative,
historical, and regional orientations of ethnology may oﬀer some fresh analytical alternatives regarding this historically long, evolving social landscape. An emphasis on guaranteeing the good attachment of individual young women and on the beneﬁcial networks
of individual communities oﬀers a grounded Southeast Asian corrective to the expectations of evolutionary theory as well as to the chauvinist notions of singular and exclusive
Thai identity. The unexpected parallel eﬀort against potential isolation and attendant vulnerability of young women and villages suggest a Southeast Asian custom that does not
belong to any group in particular but instead has helped shape the region’s diversity, its
multilingualism, and the various localized traditions of enabling human growth and the
negotiation of diﬀerence.

Freedom in attachment
When “tribal” research took shape in northern Thailand in the 1960s, anthropologists
sought out communities that matched their ideals of “tribal society” and focused on
villages that did not suggest much involvement with national realities. They generalized
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about the highland condition in terms of assumed ethnic traits in kin-based and egalitarian communities, and viewed the establishment of schools and the like as an unwanted
intrusion into highland ethnic communities. Their knowledge about Akha, Hmong,
Karen, Lahu, Lisu, and Mien came primarily from communities that had been actively dispossessed and deprived of channels of interaction aside from underground opium trade
networks. This accentuated disconnects of highlanders from Thai society.80
This old anthropological view was revamped by James C. Scott in The Art of Not Being
Governed.81 Scott proposes to have discovered in the highlands a two millennia-long tradition of evading the state, a dynamic that ended by about 1950 with the emergence of new
means of state surveillance and control. Highlanders, according to Scott, came about as
people sought to escape the state’s clutches for egalitarianism and freedom in the highlands. Highlanders, who Scott labels “Zomians,” were, according to him, animistic
mobile shifting cultivators who eschewed literacy and any other element that might entangle them with the lowlands.
To make his case, Scott draws heavily on scholarship on ethnic minority villages in
northern Thailand where people did not have citizenship or land rights. These people
were cut oﬀ from Thai society in the early decades of the twentieth century and were
dependent on illegal traders who brought them consumer goods in exchange for
opium. This portrayal of highlanders as migratory shifting cultivators does not match
what I know about licensed Mien opium farmers in Laos and Thailand during the ﬁrst
half of the twentieth century. But it does accurately describe unlicensed growers who
had no land rights or citizenship and were at repeated risk of extortion, settlement
erasure, and other abuses. They lived in constant fear of lowland Thai society because
they had been dispossessed and were actively preyed upon. Scott also draws on reports
from areas of Myanmar where ethnic insurgents were engaged in armed confrontations
with the national military for decades.
I ﬁnd it curious to equate the civil war in Myanmar (1962–2010) and a highly speciﬁc
dynamic of dispossession in northern Thailand (1915–1985) with two thousand years of a
“highland situation” in mainland Southeast Asia. But Scott’s book has been lauded for
oﬀering a unique insight into the dynamics of Southeast Asian society and history.82
Empiricism holds no independent guarantees. Once there is a clear idea of an interesting
object (egalitarian, kin-based society; the oversexed Other; the oppressive state) then a
researcher can ﬁnd or arrange material to support a description to that eﬀect through
documentary ﬁlm, photographs, drawings, and written accounts. The clearest alternative
is a regional, comparative, historical, and reﬂexive perspective that I associate with ethnology. It suggests a shift in orientation from culture to custom. Ethnography assumes that in
a Mien village one will ﬁnd the “culture” of the Mien people. Ethnology, in contrast, does
not assume that ethnic labels imply singular cultures. Instead, it focuses on individual
items and their distribution across time and space and ethnic labels, and explores how
they add up to trends, variation, and contrasts. The commonality in how people
My research involved the history of the previously studied Mien village of Phulangka. While doing my ﬁeldwork, I realized
that Douglas Miles, an ethnographer who had done research in the same village in the 1960s, had concealed or erased all
signs of positive and extensive entanglement with regional and national realities. Instead he generalized about “Yao
society” based on theoretical expectations about the interrelations of kinship, religion, and farming among tribal peoples.
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respond to a single woman’s pregnancy among the Mien, Karen, Akha, and other peoples
of the region is an example of a custom that is widespread across the region. As custom, it
is manifested in practice. As far as I can tell, it is not ever talked about as a signiﬁcant practice. This is in clear contrast to various practices surrounding weddings, funerals, dress,
and cuisine that people identify and describe as items of ethnic culture.
My case calls attention to a Southeast Asian custom of civil pluralism and multi-ethnic
networks of trade, ritual, politics, and social life.83 This custom motivated productive
unions across diﬀerence that countered the potential for isolation and neglect and were
always particular to place and time and people. A pregnant woman was not allowed to
be socially isolated but was instead united with an acceptable husband so that the
woman and child would thrive. To borrow a notion from Latour’s actor-network
theory; a Southeast Asian woman’s “emancipation” comes from being “well-attached.”84
Similarly, if a highland community is well attached socially then people can negotiate
its trade and politics.
The Mien population that I worked with in northern Thailand had citizenship, village
registration, and land rights, and this has made a genuine diﬀerence for their options. They
had negotiated their position with the king of Nan initially in about 1880 and after that
maintained it in dealings with provincial authorities. Their history prior to settlement
in Thailand indicates that they had earlier negotiated settlement and trade relations
with authorities in Laos, Vietnam, and in Yunnan and Guangxi provinces in China. In
1999, Mien villagers near Phulangka Mountain burned down the oﬃces of a wildlife sanctuary whose director had abused them for eighteen years. After the burning, about one
hundred heavily armed soldiers were sent to arrest the perpetrators. An isolated village
would have been demolished and erased then and there. Instead, at meetings with authorities residents insisted that they were long-time Thai citizens, that the villages and a disputed road had been legally built, and that their demands were legitimate.85 They insisted
on equivalence and on their rightful claims as Thai citizens, even though democracy for
them had been a disappointment. As one woman said, “In this situation we might as
well send the farm animals to vote for our representatives in parliament.”86 Not a
single villager was arrested. The sanctuary’s director was replaced, and farming continues
in the area.
Tzeo Lo Lin, the old chief whom I was told about from the early twentieth century,
received the title Phya-Long Wang from Tai valley lords in southern Yunnan. He spoke
ﬂuent Tai and Chinese and was versed in diﬀerent legal conventions. One of his cases concerned a Mien man who was being repeatedly ﬂeeced by Mien people from another village,
and who did not know how to defend himself. The man approached Phya-Long Wang
who, after learning the details, stepped in to stop the abuse and also made sure that the
valley lords and other people knew the legal frame of the issue. The man had been
made to pay a ﬁne, two times already, for an accident that he was not in fact liable for.
He was known to be wealthy, and he was sued for damages by the victims’ relatives to
the point that all his wealth was gone. Phya-Long Wang held meetings to aﬃrm and
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broadcast the proper legal conventions in this multi-ethnic (Chinese, Tai, Mien, Akha)
setting.
Chiefs were transcultural mediators, integral to negotiating justice in ethnically diverse
settings. Good ones were essential to peace and prosperity in multi-ethnic and multilingual settings, and were well liked. Tracing networks from the ground up suggests particular patterns across the region. Independent and credible sources on gender and sexuality suggest a custom of prioritizing the welfare of women and unborn children by
insisting on ﬁnding agreeable husbands.87 Examining trade, politics, and ritual suggests
a custom of negotiating contracts and rights across diﬀerences. An autonomous village
with no links to the state is persistently vulnerable to exploitation and abuse, whereas a
well-attached village can insist on its rightful demands.
For example, Mien ritual practices vary from one lineage and village to the next because
these are a set of active and ongoing relationships that are deﬁned in individual circumstances, not replicated traditions. Households maintain relations with ancestors. The prerequisite for such a relationship is a married couple, and this relationship has to be
annually renewed. It can be revoked at any time if it is not mutually rewarding. A
village maintains a relationship with a territorial spirit (that of a valley lord), while the
leader of a multi-village unit maintains relations with a royal spirit. Daoist ordinations
avail select households access to Chinese divinities and soldier spirits. I found the same
pattern in my research with Tampuan and Kreung people in Ratanakiri Province of Cambodia in 1992. Households maintained relations with ancestors, and villages (through a
community house) with village guardian spirits. This varied whether households
cooperated in agricultural rituals – ﬁeld spirits are distinct from village spirits – but
when a multi-village commune (through a chief) conducted a ritual, one of the spirits
they called upon was that of Cambodia’s King Sihanouk.88 The Mien and Tampuan
peoples do not have a shared history or other relationship. This example illustrates the
ritual side of a regional custom of multi-ethnic networks that align households, kingroups, ﬁelds, communities and their leaders, valley lords, and higher royalty in speciﬁc
networks that are reviewed annually by all sides. In Mien areas of modern Thailand, festivals focused on sports, ethnicity, and cash crops now activate the same sets of connections; households, villages, sub-districts, provinces, the nation, and the monarchy. The
orientation is not speciﬁc to rituals and spirits.89
Recent studies of human cognition, communication, and sociality suggest a broader
perspective on these issues of good attachment and common ground.90 Humans, unlike
other primates, share and exchange food, a practice linked to conditions of security and
trust.91 Such conditions were then perpetuated whenever humans could arrive at arrangements that reinforced joint attention, collective intentionality, mutual beneﬁt, and the
ability to exchange perspectives. The customs that I have called attention to in the Southeast Asian highlands connect hill and valley societies, bridge diﬀerences, and enable reciprocal wellbeing and prosperity. Village autonomy and multi-village networks coexist,
87
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analogous to household-to-village relations and also to those of individual languages and
multilingualism. Evolutionary questions in anthropology’s tribal zone have generally
assumed that foragers or horticulturists were closer to nature or human origins than
the rest of us because of their livelihoods, cultures, and politics. Yet there is no evidence
for an assumed evolutionary ladder of “peoples,” and it is irresponsible to leave such
ideas unchallenged. Credible research on cognition and sociality suggests that humans
have all been equally modern for 200,000 years or longer. Conventional evolutionary
theory has aimed for universality and expects competition for adaptive or reproductive
advantage. It has not focused on localized customs of ensuring human growth and wellbeing. My case suggests the value of ethnology for a constructive check on, and critique of,
theoretical expectations about ethnic groups, states, politics, history, and evolution.
Whether chiefs, other village leaders, ritual specialists, or kin-groups get involved to
insist on the good attachment of a pregnant woman varies. This suggests the interchangeable wielding of politics, religion, and kinship toward the same social goals, and resonates
with Robert Lowie’s point that territoriality, voluntary associations, and kinship are simultaneous but alternative principles for organization in even the smallest communities.92
People commonly refer to ethnic ways, but it is always and only through a particular
village community that they can act in and on these matters. Individual communities
are a primary intersection of morality and society in mainland Southeast Asia.93 The
ongoing reconﬁguration of adat (“customs”) in island Southeast Asia points to this as
well.94 Such social dynamics cannot be attributed to the replication of cultural or political
patterns but instead must be seen as an ongoing reproduction, revision, and reinvention in
always-particular settings by actual and individual people:
People [are] embedded in social relationships that are crucial to their sense of self-worth. But
they are also purposeful agents who respond to the ideas and arguments their social histories
have produced and are prone to contributing new ones. Indeed, it may well be that these very
tensions and the impossibility of resolving them once and for all help drive people to make
new ethical discoveries and inventions.95

Good attachment and common ground are always particular to tenuous and individual
networks. Maintaining attachments across diﬀerences provides political leverage, as in
the dispute between farmers and a wildlife sanctuary oﬃcial I described above. The
farmers’ leverage drew on a speciﬁc relationship that had been maintained for over a
century, and on a custom of inter-ethnic networks and negotiations that had been actively
maintained for millennia. Such networks across political, ecological, ethnic, linguistic, and
other lines thrive on diversity. They are not easily labeled and they may leave no trace; the
networks never have a singular or stable identity.96
The issue of good attachment is of general relevance for looking at Southeast Asia comparatively and historically. The only evidence for pervasive distrust across ethnic lines is
from situations of political breakdown. At all other times people have sought to cultivate
diversity and to bridge diﬀerences for mutual beneﬁt, in ritual as much as in trade, politics,
and kinship. Cases from across the region suggest an active focus on not being self92
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contained and instead on seeking out alliances and networks that bridge diﬀerences for
reciprocal beneﬁt. Isolation and self-suﬃciency is an undesirable condition of vulnerability
that people have to actively counter. Interaction has never led to ethnic homogenization
but rather to eﬀorts to cultivate and harness diﬀerences for reciprocal beneﬁt. The
peoples of Southeast Asia have ways to set themselves apart from others. But aside
from situations of political collapse these have always been selective and partial projects,
in which singular and exclusive identities co-exist with the diverse and inclusive identities
that animate the everyday negotiation of diﬀerences and attachments.
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